
 
 

 

E05-017       Beam Energy Change TO-DO LIST 
 

 
While beam energy is being changed: 

1) Set up HMS at first data taking kinematics. 
2) Record magnet and angle settings, verify HV, etc… 
3) Update DBASE/online07.kinematics file (check previous 

setting, make new block with kinematics for upcoming 
data taking.  Only need to enter beam energy, hms angle, 
and hms momentum – the rest is set by default for 
production running. 

 
After beam is restored 

1) Check beam position on BPM00C 
2) Request harp scan (H00, H00A) with raster OFF, using 

5uA on the carbon target. Make sure that intrinsic spot 
size is 100+ um in both x and y. 

3) Make sure raster is on, 2mm x 2mm (full width) at the 
raster screen.  Verify that the beam energy is correct on 
the raster screen, then verify raster size based on the raster 
histograms during the first run. 

 
Perform especially careful check of detectors, efficiencies, etc… 
on the first production runs at the new energy. 
 
Talk to RC about beam energy measurements – it should be 
done now, or scheduled for a convenient time while at this pass. 



 
 

 

Check to see if RC has scheduled beam energy 
measurement.  If so, arrangements should be 
made ~1 hour before finishing the previous 
setting. 
 
If no energy measurement is done now, please 
move this page back, and check again after the 
next setting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

E05-017      General Run/Analysis Procedures 
 
We have many kinematics and several energy changes, so we may not 
have the chance to go back if something goes wrong. Please help us to 
keep a close eye on data quality, detector status, etc…. 
 
0a) Where?  Data acquisition (“codamaster”) is run from the main DAQ 
directory:  ~cdaq/daq07/coda25.  The file “daq07.flags” is where one 
sets DAQ options (prescales, buffering, etc…) 
 
0b) Where? Data analysis is run from ~cdaq/daq07/replay, and most 
files or directories mentioned in the instructions are relative to this 
directory.   
 
1) When runs are fast, first priority is filling in the runsheets and 
checking on the detectors.  Usually, there will also be time to fill in the 
list of runs (both in the printed runplan and the rosen07_runlist.dat file). 
 
2) We want the same beam current for all measurements at a fixed Q2.  
The runplan has the current for each setting.  Please make sure to check 
on the current for each new setting/target. 
 
3) The goal is a specific number of events in the elastic peak at each 
setting.  For the first run, you can use the replay of 50k events to 
determine what fraction of the triggers are in the elastic peak, and use 
this to determine the total number of events we need to take.  The rate 
estimates take into account the background under the peak, so just use 
the integral of counts in the peak.  The histogram should show a clear 
elastic peak as long as the kinematics file is updated for each setting.  
The histograms are included in the standard detector histograms, but you 
can look at the very end of the hbook file to get full size plots.  On the 
dummy target, we always take 40uA, and run for 20% of the time that 
was run on LH2 (same beam-on time, that is) 
 



 
 

 

4) REPLAY:  In the ~daq07/replay directory, you type 
“SCRIPTS/replay grun=##### gstop=50000” to replay 50000 events 
from run “#####”.  A pop-up window will give trigger and tracking 
efficiency, which are recorded on the run sheets.  It also shows the ratio 
of BCM2 to BCM1 (please keep an eye out for significant (more then 
few-tenths of a percent) differences).  If the window goes away, you can 
find it in the scalers/stats#####.txt file. 
 
5) Histograms: Go to the “run_paw_here” subdirectory of daq07.  Start 
paw++ and “exec Panel”.  From here, you can select a run number, and 
go through the standard histograms.  There is a binder with sample 
histograms in the counting house.  If there is a problem, you can choose 
to print (or save) the histogram from the pop-up menu that you use to 
cycle through the histograms.  Note anything unusual. 
 
Please let the RC or spokesperson know if there are things that can be 
improved in the food selection, documentation, diagnostic histograms, 
how-to information, runsheets, or just general things to make running 
more productive and/or less frustrating.  All input is welcome, though 
we don’t make any promises. 


